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Joey Mullaney was only thirteen years old when he found out he was dying.A rare

degenerative disease would rob him of his ability to play sports. It would slur his speech and

crash his confidence. It would even confine him to a motorized scooter as a teenager.In this

true story about his life so far, Joey reveals how he came to terms with the unthinkable. Teens

and young adults will see pieces of themselves and their experiences in Joey's journey of

acceptance. And they'll laugh along with Joey as he stutters and stumbles his way to

discovering his true identity and finding his place in the world.Stare at Me is more than an

inspirational memoir. It's the voice of a trusted friend that empowers every reader — the geek,

the misfit, the introvert, the class president, the jock — to stare down whatever faces them and

say, "I got this."
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or Die . . . 198Acknowledgments . . . 203prologueI Like DreamingIlike dreaming. I could do it all

day and all night. I sometimes dream about asking a certain girl out on a date—and

miraculously, she says yes. While falling asleep as I ride the T to my apartment after a long day

in grad school, my mind wanders to what it might feel like to get an A on the paper I just turned

in. When groggily eating breakfast, I fantasize about being in front of a sold-out crowd at

Madison Square Garden, giving a motivational speech and receiving a standing ovation.But

the dreams I love most occur overnight when I am in a deep sleep; I can’t tell the difference

between dream and reality. The details from my subconscious are vivid, the images crystal

clear.One dream recurs every winter. It goes like this: I’m an NFL rookie wide receiver on my

favorite team, the New England Patriots. It is the Super Bowl. We are down by five points with

only sixty seconds left on the clock. The Seattle Seahawks have punted, so we have the ball.

As I look to the Seattle sideline, I see a few of their players hanging out with the guy from the



“My Pillow” infomercial, who is handing out two-for-one samples “FOR THIS ONE-TIME-ONLY

DEAL!”I hope this means Seattle is tired and out of plays. Suddenly my team has the ball in the

red zone. In the New England huddle, the fearless Tom Brady (TB12) moves to call the final

play. I share my intel about their defense with my teammate, Rob Gronkowski. “Gronk, the

Seahawks have gone to sleep.” (Genius observation by me.)“We GOT this!” Gronk responds

fiercely.Brady calls the play and breaks the huddle. “Ready!” We grunt, clap, and …

“Break!”Before I run out, Brady puts his palm to my chest to stop me. “The ball is coming to

you, Joe. Be ready.” I feel my heartbeat in my throat as we make our formation.Somewhere on

my journey from the huddle to the line of scrimmage, I realize that while I desperately wanted

to be on the New England Patriots, I now feel the pressure of making a season-changing play!

Brady hikes the ball, when suddenly I’m in my middle school’s basketball gym.I’m a seventh-

grader playing in an intense basketball game. I’m at the free-throw line. I have one free throw

left to win the game, but my arms will not lift. The Starbucks barista who saw me spill hot

chocolate all over my uniform right before the game is one of the cheerleaders! Bill Belichick,

wearing a cutoff sweatshirt with his hoodie up, is spotting the cheerleader/barista for a mid-air

stunt, as they lead the crowd in a chant: “Smokin’ Joe! Smokin’ Joe! Smokin’ Joe!”Hearing the

nickname my uncle gave me, I feel silly and slightly exposed wearing my gold-and-purple St.

Anna’s basketball jersey, stained with coffee. The bleachers are a cornucopia of the

randomness of my life, including my two dogs, Aria and Duke; the mailman; my first-grade

teacher; my mom; and Wiz Khalifa.I’m still at the free-throw line. As I shoot the basketball, the

hoop shifts and the basketball mutates into a spinning football. I’m suddenly back on the

football field. I’m still Smokin’ Joe but now wearing pads on the gridiron. The pressure comes

back to me. Jimmy Fallon is defending me, and I want to ask him where he got his suit, but

Brady snaps the ball, and I have to get moving. I run three yards straight, then slant and lose

Fallon. As TB12 releases the ball in my direction, the safety, Dwight Schrute from The Office,

runs toward me. He won’t be able to get me. I extend my arms to make the big catch and feel

the cold pigskin tap my fingers.I wake up.I’m winded. Even though I’m lying in my bed, I’m out

of breath. I feel pretty good, though, because I’m lying next to my supermodel wife in our king-

sized bed. My body feels the fatigue of my exhilarating athletic feats. My muscles are sore, but

still I muster the strength to roll over and get out of bed, even with the knot in my hamstring and

my aching shoulder. I’m late for my much-needed postgame massage and sauna, and my head

is pounding from the hangover of a celebratory locker-room champagne binge. I’m still elated,

especially since my heroics made Coach Belichick smile.And then I wake up. No, this time, I’m

really awake, in my bedroom. I’m positive this is reality, because as I lift myself out of bed, I

can’t really move a muscle from my hips to my toes. Out of the corner of my eye, I see my

scooter, in its usual spot, ready to take me to the bathroom. I begin the process of transferring

myself from my bed to the scooter, where I will sit for the rest of my awake time.I like

dreaming.Part OneOrdinary Worldchapter 1Division I-BoundThe Mullaneys of Leominster,

Massachusetts, grew up playing sports and idolizing athletes. Most kids align with their families’

interests and mimic the things their parents and siblings do. There were the kids whose

parents took them to New York City to see Broadway shows over winter break in grade school.

Others traveled to Europe because their parents had wanderlust and enjoyed seeing the world.

There were the science-focused families who saved up to visit landmarks like the space shuttle

at Cape Canaveral. Some families were passionate about music, played instruments together,

and went to many PG-rated outdoor concerts in the summers. My family loved sports—the

more competitive, the better.My father was athletic and played basketball. Since he only grew

to about five feet eight, his playing days ended once he graduated high school. My mother, who



is as tall as my dad, was also athletic. She ran track and played catcher for her high school

softball team. After meeting in high school and eventually getting hitched, my mom and dad

had four children: the oldest, Ryan, a three-sport athlete; Kaela, the only daughter, a dancer;

and then the first set of twins in many generations, me and Sean. I purposely put myself third in

the lineup since I am older than my twin brother by TWO WHOLE MINUTES, and in twin world,

that’s a big deal.As a child, I would always think about what it would be like to do other

extracurriculars, like art, music, travel, and science. Being well-rounded seemed fantastic.

When I grew up, well-rounded looked like switching our attention from Final Four basketball

games to Red Sox spring training games. I learned how to rough up an opponent when

carrying a football before I could do long division.For example, during a recess football game in

first grade, I ran for a touchdown against a team of second-graders. When I next had the ball, a

second-grader named Jimmy T. tried to stop me from scoring. I stiff-armed him and

accidentally gave him a bloody nose. Jimmy T. cried and bled a lot. He told his teacher, who

sent me to the principal. My punishment included no recess for two days. I also had to write

apology letters to Jimmy T. and my principal, saying how rude my actions were.Thanks, Jimmy

T. Football is a contact sport, so I hope your nose is crooked.I also had rambunctious cousins

who lived nearby. We were very close and had similar mindsets. Playing in my backyard often

felt like survival of the fittest. Thankfully, Sean and I were larger than most other kids our age.

We used that to our advantage back then. People knew us as “The Mullaney Twins.”I come

from a close family. My mom and dad have three siblings apiece. There are ten grandkids on

my mom’s side, and on my father’s side, nine. It was great growing up with so many cousins

nearby. All my cousins’ houses had lawns trampled on from backyard sports. My two older

female cousins and Kaela were competitive dancers. From hip hop to jazz to ballet, they did it

all. Sean and I went to more dance competitions than most Dance Moms. Whether it was

practice, a recital, or a performance on a cruise ship, Sean and I suffered through. Some

nights, when the older girl cousins babysat Sean and me, the girls would not feed us dinner

until we both wore leotards and perfected one of their dance routines.There is one beneficial

aspect of being in a sports family: dedication to getting better. And I was dedicated. Ted

Williams, who was arguably the best hitter known to man, was obsessed with perfecting his

swing. He spent all his waking time with his bat, and he became great because he did nothing

else. My grandpa was a diehard fan of his and taught me how to swing like “Teddy Ballgame.”

My grandpa told me everything he knew about him. One time, I told my grandpa that he looked

like Ted Williams, and he gave me the biggest hug and kiss and thanked me profusely, as if I’d

given him the winning lottery ticket. I played whatever sport I could with whoever was hanging

in my neighborhood. I emulated Ted Williams’ dedication and tried to practice all the time.I had

sharp reflexes and outrageous goals, like being able to shoot a basketball like Kobe Bryant,

throw a football like Tom Brady, and catch a baseball like Ken Griffey Jr. I was tough, athletic,

and willing to do whatever it took to win.Okay, so maybe it sounds like I was a first-round draft

pick. I wasn’t. But when you are a young kid, this kind of stuff is life itself, and your imagination

can become reality if the pieces fall into place.Being a sports kid doesn’t make you a dumb

jock. Sports made me mentally sharper for other parts of life. Sports taught me about patience

and teamwork. In basketball, missing deep shots forces you to focus, pass the ball, and

sometimes get closer to the hoop. I learned to be patient, find my shot, and share the ball. We

all want to be high scorers, but I had to be patient.Your time will come, Joe. Just wait.During

summers and falls in elementary school, I played Pop Warner football for my city’s team.

Grueling football practices on hot summer nights will stay with me forever. Games made all

those practices worth it. One game sticks out. I will always remember playing against



Worcester (pronounced Wistaahhh by New Englanders), one of our rivals. Well, we viewed

them as rivals, but they probably didn’t see it that way—they always beat us. Every. Single.

Time. Our coaches did a great job preparing us for this game by making us believe the rivalry

was precisely like the Red Sox vs. Yankees, Celtics vs. Lakers, and the Patriots vs. … well, all

NFL teams. We went into that game pumped. Our perspectives changed. We wanted to destroy

them. Coach started me at defensive end. Defensive end is the position of superstars like

Chase Young, Joey Bosa, and J.J. Watt and is one of the few positions that matter in Pop

Warner football.All season long, I avoided the trap most other defensive players fall into: simply

tackling the ball carrier. Tackling is good, no doubt. It’s a necessary part of playing defense and

getting stops. But I figured, why only tackle the ball carrier when I could also take the ball from

him? My entire mission as a defensive end was to stop the ball carrier and strip the ball clean. I

loved getting stops and forcing turnovers, which would allow Sean, an offensive player, to enter

the game. Sean played running back because he was big and quick.Pop Warner teams rarely

throw the ball; they run ninety percent of the time. I knew that, so I anticipated a run every play.

When the opposing team called hike, I would shimmy around the opponent’s failed attempt at

blocking me. Then, I knew the opposing team’s running back would expect a tackle or collision.

That’s when I would attack and force him to lose control of the ball and fumble. I got pretty

good at it, and my coaches loved it when I succeeded, so our offense could score.Despite the

weeklong pump-up speeches by our coaches, gameday arrived, and we seemed outmatched

yet again by “Wistaahhh.” I thought we were going to lose by a lot. But to my surprise, our

coaches were right. We could actually make this a competitive game. I finished with many

tackles and four forced fumbles because I was like a pit bull harassing the mailman. Sean

scored three touchdowns that game, which ended in a tie. That was annoying. Nobody wants a

tie, but it was better than getting crushed.Football season always ended at Thanksgiving,

which was fine because it was getting cold and we could then shift to basketball. I played

basketball for two separate teams: my city’s travel team and my school’s team, the St. Anna

Tigers. Being on the travel team was considered good, and traveling to different towns to play

other teams was an incredible experience. Multiple teams—see how well-rounded I am!St.

Anna’s played on Saturday mornings, and the travel team played on Sundays. Weekends were

filled with basketball. It was better than dance recitals. Because we had weekends filled with

sports, we did not have to watch boring ballet! Being a real sports family means you fully

commit. If you join the team, you play for the whole season, period.Playing sports was more

than just playing games. It was social. My teammates included my four best friends: Sean, my

cousin Petey, Rocco, and Joey G. Everyone, even our parents, called us Joey M. and Joey G.,

just to make sure we all knew who was who. Looking back, my teams had an unfair advantage

because all five of us were solid athletes. In sixth grade, we beat one team by forty points! We

felt like the 2017-18 Golden State Warriors, an unfair matchup to most of the competition. I

listened to music on my iPod while wearing baggy sweatpants with Timberland boots to every

game. Then, I shot from wherever I was open like Steph Curry.The basketball season would

end with the brutal Boston winter. Warmer weather meant baseball season, and Little League

was where Sean and I shone brightest. We were physically bigger for our age, so we felt like

men among boys. Sean played shortstop and batted third. I played catcher and batted cleanup.

It is a compliment to bat third and fourth because it means you have an excellent on-base

average and can hit bombs. Teammates would cringe if they heard their names move from the

top four to sixth or seventh. It was a demotion. One of my teammates threw his bat over the

dugout fence when our coach moved him from second to eighth. That’s what happens when

you can’t seem to pull yourself out of a three-game slump. You either give up, or you work



yourself back up the batting order.I did not know much about playing catcher, but since I was a

big, athletic kid and knew how to catch and throw, my coach put me there. My older cousin

Kevin came over after school one day and taught me how to play the position. Kevin was the

starting catcher for his high school team and had played that position all his life. After every

pitch was thrown, he advised me to catch the ball, whether ball or strike, and immediately

move my mitt to the middle of the strike zone—a concept known as framing. Since the mitt is

the target you give the pitcher, being strategic about where you put the target can help him. I

decided to try this technique in my next game.No matter where I caught the ball in the next

game, my mitt always ended up right in the strike zone. After the first inning of catching, my

coach put his arm around my shoulder and said, “Joey, great job! Where did you learn to frame

the ball?” I was confused and just said, “Frame? You noticed? My older cousin taught me.”

Turns out, all catchers above twelve years old frame the ball to fool the umpire into believing

the pitch was a strike. (I discovered framing the ball worked much more often than trying to

disrupt a batter by telling him dumb yo’ mama jokes.)I felt essential playing catcher. It’s the

most utilized position in baseball. You’re in on every play on defense; you cannot lose focus for

one second. You learn to silently communicate with a pitcher, to help him develop his

system.As catcher, you’re the only player on your team facing the field. I had the advantage of

seeing everything—all the positions, all the players, all the plays necessary—and developed a

keen eye for defensive strategy. I paid attention; I was dedicated.Besides noticing how to frame

a pitch or force a fumble in football, I began to see more things outside of sports. Teachers

called me observant. I liked that. I didn’t know it at the time, but one day, that skill would change

the way I played the most significant game I would ever play: life.chapter 2Trapped in My

HeadFor as long as I can remember, on the very first day of school, I started a countdown to

summer. My parents never understood that even in elementary school, every minute of the day

was spent learning, working.It would kill me when adults would tell me how lucky I was to be a

kid. Huh, what did they know? They grew up in olden times and did not have to worry about

state exams, pop quizzes, or how fast you could type on a keyboard.By the time June rolled

around, my buddies and I all began to see the light at the end of the tunnel, and that light was

shining bright on a kid’s best dream: summer vacation. I planned to meet up with my buddies

every day and double down on my football skills.I grew up in a neighborhood where nine

homes lined both sides of a street that ended at a circle. Collectively, there were twenty-four

kids of all ages on the block. Luckily for Sean and me, nine of those kids were in our age range.

We nine kids referred to ourselves as the Circle Mob, which younger me thought was cool but

current me thinks is pretty odd.Whenever it was nice out, we all played backyard sports

together at one of the houses, and when it was snowy and cold, we all went sledding. We must

have rung one another’s doorbells more than 200 times over our childhood years, to ask if we

could play. I can tell countless stories about when the Circle Mob would play manhunt and

forget to find someone, or when I accidentally swung and lost grip of my brand-new Wiffle ball

bat, hitting Steph’s face and giving her a black eye. Or when Sean passed a ball to Bradley

during a backyard basketball game and broke his index finger. Or when Franky’s family lost

their dog and the whole neighborhood went on a hunt to find him—and succeeded!When I was

ten, as we were inching closer to summer break, I woke one morning before dawn with an

intense, burning pain in my left foot. The whole house was dark and everyone was asleep, so I

stayed in bed and tried to swallow my cries, grabbing my foot to reduce the pain. It had been

annoying me for the last few days, but I hadn’t mentioned anything to anyone. Now I was in full-

on pain, the kind of injury that feels like someone put a blow torch to your skin. I began to cry

out until I got hysterical.I tried moving around quietly to avoid waking my siblings in their rooms



next door. But Sean shared a room with me, and he woke up. Before he could yell at me, I’d

already decided to get out of bed and go downstairs.I was met at the foot of the stairs by our

dog, Max. He was not a friendly dog. In fact, many times, we considered getting a priest to

perform an exorcism on Max. (However, we threw out that option so no priests would be

harmed!) It was surprising that Max let me hug him while I lay on the kitchen floor and cried

over my stinking foot. Max, a white, fluffy, fifteen-pound Lhasa Apso, was very territorial over

my family, grandparents, and home. During his fourteen-year life, Max would not allow anybody

to come in or out of our house without taking his pound of flesh. (Thankfully, nobody sued us.)

Sitting with Max helped take my mind off my foot until morning, when my parents drove me to

the hospital.Because I’m part of a family that loves sports, being in the emergency room was

no big deal when I was a kid. Stitches, broken bones, concussions, and sprains were par for

the course. Nothing fazed me about hospital emergency rooms, but this time felt different. I felt

injured, not just hurt. This time, I knew something was off. The doctor took an X-ray and an MRI

of my foot (been there, done that a million times) and discovered a cyst. Then, he informed me

I would need to go under the knife to remove this abnormality. Surgery was fine with me if it

meant making the pain stop.When I woke up after my operation, I thought it was pretty cool to

have a cast on my foot. Until the doctors dropped the bomb:“Joey, you will not be able to put

any weight or pressure on your foot if you want it to heal correctly. You’ll need four weeks in a

wheelchair and then four more weeks in a walking boot, probably through July and

August.”C’mon! You’re taking away my entire summer! This sucks!I tried to stay mad so I

wouldn’t break down and cry, but the thought of being confined to a wheelchair all summer

long made the tears well up.Being in a cast comes with many stupid rules: no sweating, no

swimming, and no getting your cast wet in the shower. Let me tell you, dangling your leg

outside of a shower door while cleaning your body is challenging. All I could do was sit inside

and watch TV or play video games all summer. Although it could have been much worse, it

sucked sitting inside watching my family, the Circle Mob, and all my cousins enjoy the short-

lived ninety-five-degree summer days. One sunny afternoon when my cousins were swimming

and playing endless games of Marco Polo and sharks and dolphins in my pool, I enviously

stared at them through the window. I’d just finished playing my seventh consecutive game of

NBA 2K4. I sat alone with silent tears streaming down my cheeks, so nobody saw me upset—

especially my sister, Kaela.When Kaela was around eight and I was almost four, her dance

teacher noticed Kaela appeared to be off balance on her turns. The teacher thought the

problem might be a symptom of an ear infection and suggested that our mom take Kaela to get

her ears checked.After learning she didn’t have an ear infection but gaining no clarity on her

balance issues, Kaela and my parents traveled to various doctors to figure out what was going

on. A year passed before Kaela was diagnosed with a rare, debilitating, degenerative

neuromuscular disease called Friedreich’s ataxia (FA), as confirmed when Kaela went to

Canada and met with the doctor who actually discovered the FA gene. At the time, even he

didn’t know much about FA—much less how to explain it to a child. He told Kaela and my

parents it would be many years before Kaela’s physical function would be greatly impacted. But

in fact, it would be only two.Kaela’s physical difficulties increased quickly, and so did her worry

and confusion about what was happening with her body. Finally, during a visit with an ataxia

specialist in Boston, eleven-year-old Kaela looked at him and directly asked, “What’s wrong

with me?”Kaela and my parents researched FA anywhere and everywhere they could. They

learned that the disease would progressively destroy Kaela’s hand-eye coordination and all of

her nerves and muscles until she could no longer walk. They learned that FA eventually would

give her a heart condition, erratic energy levels, speech complications, and diabetes—all the



while threatening to shorten her life span by decades. And lastly, they learned that there was

no cure or treatment.By the summer I was in the wheelchair, six years after Kaela’s diagnosis,

my sister was still walking, though not well. She made FA look easy-peasy through her pain

and discomfort, although I knew it was not. I couldn’t understand how she could act so normal.

Being in a wheelchair made me, for the first time, wonder how Kaela managed to live her life.I

would go with my parents and Kaela to her doctor visits and then from hospital to hospital,

each more significant and more specialized than the last. I’m not talking about a small

pediatrician’s office with one receptionist and a lollipop jar. These were big Boston hospitals

that took up half the block. Hospitals with hundreds of doctors and nurses running around,

pushing people in stretchers, with loud machines making all kinds of medical noises. While the

doctor examined Kaela, the doctor’s assistant checked my balance and coordination in the

other room. I figured she could tell me how to improve my basketball game.Eventually, Kaela’s

illness forced her to quit dance. And years later, once Kaela was using a motorized scooter full-

time, my parents tricked out the house to make it accessible. They even had an elevator

installed.On that warm summer day watching my cousins swim in the pool while I was confined

to a wheelchair nursing a foot injury, I vowed never to be confined to a wheelchair again until I

was old and gray with glasses and wrinkles. I felt guilty because even though Kaela lived like

this all the time, I could not wait for my foot to heal. This was the worst summer ever!To pass

the time, and because I was tired of playing video games every day, I wanted to do something

new. While watching ESPN one day, I saw a short interview on one of my favorite basketball

players, Kobe Bryant. He was asked about the strategies he would use before playing against a

great team. Kobe based his approach to basketball on patience. One of the tactics that helped

him develop that skill was learning to play chess. I was surprised! But then Kobe explained how

the fundamentals of playing chess helped him develop into one of the greatest basketball

players of all time by teaching him to use his mind as a weapon. Since most NBA players are

tall, strong, and quick, Kobe felt he needed something more to stand out. Boom. Sold. Time for

me to learn chess.Slowly, I learned chess on the computer. I started by learning the pieces,

their functions, and how to move them. Chess is a battle, and as I inched around the board

trying to capture the pieces on the opposing side, I could see how the game could remind

someone of basketball and football. A pawn, seemingly the weakest piece, can only move one

spot. A knight can only move in L-shaped directions. Bishops must move diagonally, and rooks

can only move straight up and down or left and right. The queen can do everything the other

pieces can do, and finally, the king controls the entire board but can only move one spot in any

direction. Since I only ever played chess on the computer, on beginner mode, I always won.

Although I wanted to be a potent threat like a queen or silently dominant like a king, I felt

smaller than a pawn that summer.The foot injury kept me on the sideline from every cool thing,

including my Little League baseball team, where I was once the star catcher who batted

cleanup. That summer, they won the city championship, led by Sean and my cousin Michael. I

just wanted to help them win. I got to watch my teammates celebrate by jumping into a huddle

after the final out of the championship game. My coaches tried to wheel me out to celebrate on

the outskirts of the huddle, but my tires couldn’t roll over the grassy field. It was just another

example of my misery that summer.Being in a wheelchair sucked, and so did my attitude. I was

frustrated by being immobile and having to watch everybody else live their lives. I had to watch

fun experiences that were supposed to be my experiences as if they were a movie. All I could

do during those annoying wheelchair days was tell myself to calm down and refocus, that my

confinement was only temporary. It helped get me through those long months.chapter 3The

Rule Is There Are No RulesImay have been an on-the-field leader in baseball, but when it



came to basketball, Sean emerged as the star. He was a natural. No matter how much I

practiced, I eventually realized I would never be as good as Sean. He was big, quick, and agile.

Until that point in my life, having a twin always felt like a gift. Now, parents and classmates

would stop Sean after games or in the hallways to compliment his performance. They would

praise him for his thirty-point games, or his fifteen assists, or his game-saving rebound, or that

time he made a half-court shot at the buzzer before halftime. As much as I loved my brother, it

started to bother me. I felt invisible. It seemed as if nobody cared about my stats, even when I

played well. I felt like when Sean was around, nobody noticed me.My frustrations on the

basketball court started to extend to other parts of my life, including my once-beloved baseball.

At times, baseball seemed too slow-paced relative to basketball and football. My performance

started to get worse the summer I was in the eleven- and twelve-year-old league. I got hit by

pitches so many times—it might have been the way I stood in the batter’s box—that I lost

count.One game, my first-place team, the Red Sox, was facing the second-place team, the

Mets. The Mets were not very good but had a thirteen-year-old who appeared to be six feet tall,

150 pounds. To the rest of us, he looked like a grown man with facial hair. He’d turned thirteen

after May 1, the cutoff, so he was eligible to play against us. And let me tell you: This. Kid. Was.

Unstoppable. He would hit two home runs a game. Nobody knew how to pitch against him; he

always found his way on base. Due to his strength and manly stature, the Mets put him on the

mound as often as they could. When he pitched, the ball crossed home plate in a blur.

Although he threw the ball as fast as Pedro Martinez, he had the control of a two-year-old. He

was a wild card who threw heat.When I discovered he was pitching against us that game, I

knew I had to figure out how not to get killed by a kid with a lethal weapon for an arm.I was up

to bat. First, I prayed to get walked. Second, I got into the batter’s box and waited for a strike. I

stood at the far corner of the box, nowhere near the plate. His first three pitches were thrown at

about sixty-eight miles per hour, and totally wild. They were outside the strike zone, so far over

the catcher’s head that the umpire had to provide a new ball after each pitch. The count was

three balls and no strikes before the phenom wild-man got smart. He took some gas off the ball

and threw two meatballs down the plate for a strike. Suddenly, a full count.UH OH. Now I have

to swing.I stepped into the box, moved closer to the plate, and waited for the next pitch. The

next ball he threw was seventy miles per hour and headed straight toward the left side of my

body. I went into survival mode. I used my left hand to smack the ball away from hitting me. I

think my hand still has that bruise! I wanted to cry, it hurt so badly. But I didn’t. I took first base

and repeated to myself Tom Hanks’ memorable line: “There’s no crying in baseball!”Running

down to first base from the batter’s box after that at-bat, I noticed I was having difficulty staying

on the base path. I’d noticed it repeatedly throughout the season.Growing up, I’d made a

challenge for myself to run directly along the white-chalked path. After I’d run to first, I would

look back to see the many footprints I’d made. Now, I would see just two or three imprints at

most.This tormented me. It was another reason sports were no longer as fun as they had been

just a year ago. That’s why I quit football. Sean did too, though mainly because the practices in

August were unbearably hot.Was I getting worse?Was everybody else just getting better?Why

was my experience changing so quickly?I made it through the baseball season with a few more

scars. Once the season ended, I decided to stop playing organized baseball. But I didn’t want

to give up sports completely. Maybe lacrosse might be fun?I liked being active, but I wanted to

try something else, something different. I couldn’t wait to begin. Doing different things excites

me, because I can learn at my own pace and make them my own. Now, I know I was cocky

when I claimed to be so great at other sports, but I can make no such claims about lacrosse. I

was athletic enough to keep up, but my hand-eye coordination was seemingly getting worse. I



could hit baseballs and shoot hoops, but it seemed to be much harder for me to throw and

catch a lacrosse ball.My coach decided I would play defense, and he loved me because I

worked hard and tried to be coachable. I played defense with an edge and was never prone to

intimidation. That means I fouled my opponents a lot. Lacrosse is a challenging sport, and the

opposing players gave it their all. I felt like such a badass after seeing a yellow flag floating in

the air. I would rather foul than have some dude get past me. But I didn’t feel so great about

being known as the rookie hothead on the field. To learn the game and improve, I watched my

older brother, Ryan, and his high school team attentively. I saw how high school players played

defense—and what the defenders could get away with—and I incorporated their strategies into

my game.I got better throughout the season. My skills could not help me against bigger

players; only a tough mindset would assist me there. I was 120 pounds soaking wet, standing

at five feet three inches, and in one game, I covered a kid one-on-one who was about six-one,

190. Remember, we were all thirteen! There was no way I could take him. The laws of the

universe were at work. I remembered watching Kobe Bryant talk about mental toughness, so I

decided that mind games would be my strategy. Hey, I might have been physically weaker, but

my will to succeed was stronger.I closely guarded this goon for the entire game. I did whatever

I had to do to keep him preoccupied. I defended him closely, made sure he did not catch any

passes, and I may have gotten away with a few hand checks.
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elysejody, “A memoir and tribute to our wheelchair bound friends .. etc.. As an adolescent 16

year old…Joey Mullaney thought about sports, driving, fitting in, girls, and sex.Joey‘s twin

brother, Sean, was taller, stronger, athletic, good looking, and considered hot (by most girls)…

It was bad enough and hard enough to have a debilitating ‘life-worsening-with-age rare

disease’….FA….(Friedriech ataxia),but comparing oneself to their heathy, strong, twin brother

added emotional challenges.Joey grew up in a sports family. He loved sports as much as his

entire family — his FA disease created many limitations as to just how much he could

participate.“FA was my new opponent, and with my teammates’ help, I would send a big

message to this damned disease once and for all: YOU DO NOT CONTROL ME”.FA is a rare

inherited disease that causes progressive nervous system damage and movement problems. It

usually begins in childhood and leads to impaired muscle coordination (ataxia) that worsens

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/dRDzg/Stare-at-Me-How-Being-Blindsided-Brings-Life-Into-Focus


overtime.FA affects about one in every 50,000 people in the United States.Signs and

symptoms of FA our loss of coordination in the arms and legs, fatigue, muscle loss, vision

impairment, etc…..and serious heart conditions.This is a true story ….written by Joey

Mullaney, who lives with a rare degenerativedisease.He comes from a loving supportive sports

family.He shares about how he came to accept his condition ….a terminal degenerate

diagnosis disease in early childhood.He writes about his anger, sadness, denial, hiding his

condition from friends….to eventually becoming more confident, self-aware, and

accepting.Eventually his peers offered him the supportive gift of acceptance, too, giving Joey

the strength of no longer needing to hide away.Today, with slurred speech and wheelchair

confined, Joey Mullaney helps other young adults and teens make the most of their lives, no

matter what obstacles they face.I was left thinking about how sometimes it’s kind of fashionable

to talk about everything that’s wrong in life… instead of what’s right.But Joey shows us that

rather than focus on the ‘what’s lacking’ in himself or others….he sees with perfection, rather

than lack.His message is loving, poignant, and valuable to understanding ourselves abd finding

peace.elysejody”

Noel, “A relatable journey of facing your fears with humor and perseverance. All the doubts,

what ifs, I can'ts, can knock a person down, but what happens when you can look that fear in

the eye and own it? Joey Mullaney writes a relatable tale, for all ages, of facing uncertainty and

life changing circumstances while finding yourself and owning who you are and what you can

achieve when you dare to keep fighting.Amazing read as Joey takes you with I'm on his

journey, grab your copy to feel apart of the huge community Joey has built with his character,

strength and perseverance.”

Doreen, “Thoroughly enjoyed reading. I was introduced to this read by one of my sons friends

on his Instagram story ( he knows Joey from college). I googled it and thought it would be

something I may like to read. It had my attention so much I couldn’t put it down. Highly

recommend this book to anyone especially if you are looking to be inspired by sn incredible

young man!”

Gregory N., “AMAZING!. Such an honest and open story of his journey! I was laughing (he is

so funny) and crying! Couldn’t put it down! Thank you sharing your story!”

linda galella, “It sounds cliche, but I was pulled into the story from page one. Joey begins by

sharing a wild dream that involves his favorite New England Patriots: Gronk, Brady, &

Belichick. Add to them Jimmy Fallon, Wiz Khalifa and Dwight from The Office - ya gotta

experience it for yourself! His family is totally nuts for, about and into sports. Any sporting

event you can conjure up, the entire family is into, including Mom & Dad.Joey’s a twin to

brother Sean and they excel in every genre. The summer between 5-6th grades a broken ankle

& cyst sideline him and introduce him to a wheelchair for the first time. His observations in this

section are raw; the stuff we who are differently abled think about but rarely verbalize. His

older sister is valiantly paving as she’s conquering her daily battles with FA. Because he

cannot do much, Joey watches and grows to appreciate her strength & resourcefulness, not

realizing he’s preparing for his own imminent future.There are many more stories from High

School & College. You’ll experience the joys, pains and blessings of growing up with a

disabling disease but not letting it define or consume you. Joey’s story resonates loudly with

me. For the last 50 years I’ve watched a much younger sibling do battle with an insidious

disease that’s stealing her ability to function from the shoulders down. I’ve got my own



confabulation of confounding conditions and I see us on these pages.The honesty in Joey’s

writing is evocative. You’ll feel all the feels along with him as he grows from youngster playing

and excelling at a myriad of sports to becoming a sports loving, successful speaker, motivator,

writer and now published author.“Stare At Me” is a book that can reach out and help; not only

boys or kids with disabilities but anyone having difficulty finding a way thru a tough situation.

For someone needing to learn how to ask for help and be gracious in accepting it, this book will

be invaluable.  It’s humble, humorous, heroic and highly recommended ”

The book by Joey Mullaney has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 32 people have provided feedback.
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